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Consumer Products 
Playstore Optimization - Swish Gaming Folder 
InMobi 2021-24: India & Indonesia 

Brief: Redesign play store screens targeting mobile gamers to want to install the 
App to auto-organise 

Challenge: Mobile gamers have a lot of gaming apps, eating lots of phone 
storage. To make them want to install another app for quicker access, explain the 
features visually. 

Solution: Keeping in mind that mobile gamers are always on the go, gaming in 
their free time or as a profession, we focused on highlighting the interaction 
design functionality of the app and user-friendly approach in a visually appealing 
manner.  

Result: We saw a 50% jump in installs from Play Store.

Lock Screen & In-app creatives - Glance 
InMobi 2021-24: India

Challenge: Creatives should instantly engage 
the gamers to click 

Solution: Have a direct user-centred approach, 
speak to the Mobile Gamers only. Tone of voice 
and visual treatment distinctly indicated the 
focused approach. 

Result: First widget open rate hit 72.6%.



Consumer Products 
In-App Solutions - Swish Folders 
InMobi :  North America 

Brief & Challenge:  
• Based on research conducted, users were unable to understand the “Add to Home Screen” step during 

onboarding. Redesign the crucial step to drive the user to add the Swish Folder on their home screen.  
• Design to templatise the content heavy collection card and needs to look like it's part of the app. 

Solution:  
• Designed the hand icon highlighting the clicking action driving the user to Add to Home Screen. 
• Similarly, for the Deals Collection Card, designed a well divided space for the image, heading, tagline and apps to 

be added. The background gradient colour will adapt the primary colour of the image.  

Result: Clicks improved to 50.1% with a conversion rate of 17.8%.

In-App Solutions - 1 Weather App 
InMobi: 2021 & 22 - North America 

Brief & Challenge: Design & templatise Insights the are engaging and feel relevant to the 
user and look like it is part of the app while each insight story is different. 

Solution: In-order to bring consistency I identified a design style for each category of 
content while keeping the wireframe & body font consistent. Each insight consists of 5 
cards where I built a continuity element for it to look as it’s part of one family. 



Pitch Decks 
B2B Telcos & OEMs - North America



Brand Assets 
Brand Guidelines 
2023 Worldwide 

Brief & Challenge: Over time, we noticed that our guidelines and documentation became outdated, causing inefficiencies and 
confusion. We faced challenges in keeping up with the evolving design system, leading us to realise the need for a comprehensive 
overhaul. While the system was self-sufficient, it lacked necessary updates for a cohesive output. 

This case study explores the transformation of legacy documentation into a dynamic resource, meeting the needs of designers, 
motion graphic designers, sales and marketing teams and third party agencies while laying the groundwork for ongoing growth, 
narrative and consistency. 

Solution & Result: We focused on clarity, relevance, and precision to improve usability, consistency and efficiency resulting in a 
dynamic resource within cross-functional teams.

Company Diary 
2023-24 Worldwide 

Brief & Challenge: Design a company journal for new and existing 
employees. Previous company diary was not user-friendly to write on the 
go or give the feel of InMobi + Glance. 

Solution: Introduced a design style where the colours of InMobi & Glance 
coexist beautifully by means of these shapes and forms. This design style 
enhances and opens doors to various possibilities. 



Website 
Revamp - InMobi Advertising 
InMobi 2023-24:  B2B Global Audience that consist of 
Advertisers, Publishers, Telco’s & OEMs 

Brief: Redesign the InMobi Homepage with a mobile 
first approach, “Mall greeter” welcome and direct B2B 
visitors to the solutions they are looking for. 

Challenge: Revamp without loosing the essence of 
InMobi. Make a content heavy web page look 
engaging at all times while keeping the navigation 
simple. Stick to real images of people and move 
away from illustrations that have humans element. 

Solution: The idea is to showcase the motto “Driving 
real connections” by introducing secondary shapes 
and forms (slow animation), using them as windows 
to display a diverse customer base like Gamers, 
Shoppers, Product Users, etc. Image tones are 
consistent with a pulsating background(animated) 
depicting expansion. The “Advertisers & Publishers” 
toggle remains as a sticky on top to clearly 
distinguish between the solutions offered and 
navigating through that section.  
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Rajah Spices 
Website Design, Outdoor Print 
Campaigns, Promotional 
Posters, Creative Assistant for 
TVCs Episodes 
2015 United Kingdom 

Brief & Challenge: Rajah Spices, a leader in their product 
category, saw a decline in their market position. The 
brand realised the time had come to refresh their 
presence in the ethnic space and regain their position as 
the unrivalled expert in the spices category. In order to 
do this we had to identify the gap in this market’s brand 
communication and steer clear of clichés such as 
authenticity, provenance and Bollywood dance numbers. 

Solution & Result: 
Since the target audience was British Asians and South 
Asians, from the older generations to the new 
generations, we created a website design that would not 
only display products but also be knowledgable and 
resourceful to prepare dishes if you were new to cooking. 

The idea was to create a "Spice Diary" that provided all 
the information about the spices.  
Eg: If we take Chilli from the spice diary, we have chilli 
spoken in various Languages, its History, how it 
is Cultivated, Usage and Storage tips and its Beneficial 
Effects. This information has been provided for every 
spice in the products category.  

In terms of UI, we introduced a scroll bar within the sub-
sections and a drop down menu that gets anchored to 
the sections as you scroll down.

 
www.rajahspices.co.uk

http://www.svengineering.co
http://www.svengineering.co


BeingFit Kitchen 
Packaging Design, Menu Card 
Design & Social Media Design 
2018 Mumbai & Udaipur 

Brief: To redesign the visual language for BeingFit Kitchen, a 
dark kitchen that provides tasty, healthy measured meals 
by hand delivery only. Keep in mind that the design must 
work for both Vegetarians and Non-vegetarians. Redesign 
the packaging that attracts more consumers. Target 
Audience was TV Actors, Fitness Enthusiasts, Working 
Professional who care about a healthy diet. 

Challenges: 
• The biggest challenge for me was to change the mindset 

of healthy food being tasteless and boring. 
• How can this brand look as delicious as a regular 

restaurant food but serve healthier, controlled meals? 
• How can the Packaging represent the brand to be both 

Veg and Non-Vegetarian? 
• Importantly, the previous packaging had layers along 

with the box itself eg: a plastic bag per order that 
contained a Meal Box, Cutlery Kit in a separate zip-lock 
packet, and a tissue. 

Solution & Result: Through the sleeve packaging design, 
now cutlery fits on each side and the tissue  goes in the 
sleeve. handed No plastic bags required anymore. Since 
the logo very green leafy looking, I created a black 
chalkboard design style with both veggies and meats 
drawn on it to neutralise the overpowering green of the 
logo. This resulted in happy & proud customers where they 
“feel good” about spending so much money and “eating 
good” in style in company of their peers.







Gulmohur Eye 
Clinic 
Conceptual Environmental 
Graphics, Signage 
2022 Mumbai 

Brief: To design the eye hospital space targeting new 
patients, awareness of the hospital, making their 
experience memorable and relatable. Signage must 
guide the patients towards the hospital i.e. on the first 
floor of their house. 

Challenges:  
• Hospitals are the least attractive spaces, how can an 

eye hospital look attractive and bearable for patients 
with eye problems? Make a dull, dingy looking space 
lively and vibrant. 

• Patients would walk into their ground floor home and 
not know that the hospital was upstairs from the 
back door.  

• Navigation was a huge concern as many patients 
would enter the OT inspite of it saying do not enter 
and having a red bulb on. Design way finding for eye 
patients with difficulty in vision. 

• How to make the public aware that Dr has a full-
fledged hospital to conduct eye surgeries without 
outdoor promotion. 

Solution:  
The navigation and space was designed to build 
on making the experience of a patient memorable, 
taking them through a journey that makes them feel 
positive.  

After all, it is the eyes we are talking about! 



Keeping in mind the existing branding 
I created a unique design language 
that was interactive and educational.  

Right from guiding patients to head in 
the correct direction, making sure 
they remove their footwear at the 
dedicated space, creating awareness 
on their way up & back while keeping 
it interactive.



Many patients are sitting here with dilated eyes, waiting for 
their treatments. The glaring eyes graphic with “NO ENTRY” on 
the OT door was a huge success instantly.  

We solved for the reception area, toilet, OPD door confusion, 
the exit and fire exit sign that is glow in the dark under BMC 
norms and showing personal gratification while exiting. 
 
Upon my visit post the execution to analyse the navigation 
during peak hours, it felt so good seeing the usability of the 
space and their testimonial wall already had a sweet card 
from a young patient. Everyone had been complementing Doc 
for the space he created, so when I visited he introduced me 
randomly and the live feedback was just overwhelming.



S.V. Engineering 
Branding & Website Design 
Mumbai 2021 

S.V. Engineering is a Metal Fabrications company that build structures with 
precision & accuracy that act as a wireframe to larger construction sites.  

Solution: Taking the concept of wire framing, I rebranded their identity by 
drawing with construction elements that represent the work that goes on in 
the making. The website design also has the use of wireframe which 
animate in and out.

www.svengineering.co

http://www.svengineering.co
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